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Abstract: In this paper we introduce the notation of fully commutative (3,2)-

automata. A pair }){,(B , where B is a nonempty set, is said to be a fully commuta-
tive (3,2)-semigroup if f is an associative mapping from )3(B  into )2(B . Here, )(iB  is 

the subset }...,,|...{ 11 Baaaa ii ∈  of the free commutative semigroup )(+B  generat-

ed by B. A triple )}),{,(,( fBS , where S is a set, }){,(B  is a fully commutative 
(3,2)-semigroup, is said to be a fully commutative (3,2)-automata if f is a mapping 

from 
)2(BS ×  to BS ×  satisfying }){,()),,,(( xyzsfzyxsff = . We will show 

some properties about them and give a connection with commutative (2,1)-automata.  
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1 Preliminaries 

Let B  be a nonempty set. For a positive integer i , iB denotes the i -th Cartesian 
power of B . We use the notation ixx 1=  instead of ),...,,( 21 ixxxx =  for elements 

iBx∈ . 

A map 23:}{ BB →  is called a (3,2)-operation, and the pair }){,(B  is called a 
(3,2)-groupoids. A (3,2)-grupoids }){,(B  is called a (3,2)-semigroup if the opera-
tion }{  is associative, i.e. for each Bxxxx ∈4321 ,,, , 

 }}{{}}{{ 43214321 xxxxxxxx = . 

Let )(mB  be the m -th permutation product of B , i.e. let ≈= /)( mm BB  where ≈  is 
the equivalence on mB  defined by 

 m
mm xxxyx ,...,, 2111 ⇔≈  is a permutation of myyy ,...,, 21 . 
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A map )2()3(:}{ BB →  is called a fully commutative (3,2)-operation on B , and 
the pair }){,(B  is called a fully commutative (3,2)-groupoid. A fully commutative 
(3,2)-groupoid }){,(B  is called a fully commutative (3,2)-semigroup if the opera-
tion }{  is associative, i.e 

 }}{{}}{{ 43214321 xxxxxxxx = , for each Bxxxx ∈4321 ,,, . 

Example 1.1: Let },{ baB = . Table 1.1, Table 1.2 and Table 1.3 are examples of  
fully commutative (3,2)-semigroups. 
This examples of fully commutative (3,2)-semigroups are generated by an appropriate 
computer program. Thus, there exists 124 different fully commutative (3,2)-
semigroups on the set with two elements. 
 

{ }   { }   { }  
a a a (a,a)  a a a (b,a)  a a a (b,b) 
a a b (b,a)  a a b (b,b)  a a b (a,b) 
a b a (b,a)  a b a (b,b)  a b a (a,b) 
a b b  (b,b)  a b b  (a,a)  a b b  (b,b) 
b a a (b,a)  b a a (b,b)  b a a (a,b) 
b a b (b,b)  b a b (a,a)  b a b (b,b) 
b b a (b,b)  b b a (a,a)  b b a (b,b) 
b b b (b,b)  b b b (a,b)  b b b (b,b) 

Table 1.1  Table 1.2  Table 1.3 

For shorter notations, we will write “FC (3,2)-...” instead of  “fully commutative 
(3,2)-...”. 
Theorem 1.1. Let }){,(B  be a FC (3,2)-semigroup. For 1≥s , let 

)2()3()( :{} BB ss →+  be defined inductively by: 

 {}{} )1( = ; }}{{}{ )()1( yxxy ss =+ , for ByBx s ∈∈ + ,)2( . 

Then 

For each 1≥s , )({} s  is well defined; 

For each 1≥s , )}{,( )(sB  is a FC (2+s,2)-semigroup; 

For each 1, ≥ts , )()2( , ts ByBx ∈∈ +  

 )()()( }{}}{{ tsts xyyx += .      g 

The FC (3,2)-semigroup )}{,( )(sB  from the Theorem 1.1. is said to be induced by 

the FC (3,2)-semigroup }){,(B , i.e. }){,(B  induces )}{,( )(sB . 
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Theorem 1.1. shows that a FC (3,2)-semigroup induces a FC (2+s,2)-semigroup for 
each 1≥s . This is not the case for FC (3,2)-groupoids, i.e. it is possible a FC (3,2)-
groupid to induce a FC (2+s,2)-groupoid for some, but not for all s. 

Let }){,(B  be a given FC (3,2)-semigroup. Define a binary operation * on )2(B  by 

 }{* acbba = . 

It is shown that * is well defined and that ,*)( )2(B  is a semigroup. We say that 

,*)( )2(B  is a derived semigroup for }){,(B . 

Let 
1≥

+ =
p

pBB  and let 
1

)()(

≥

+ =
p

pBB . Then, it can be checked that +B  i.e. )(+B  

is a free i.e. a free FC semigroup generated by the set B . Define a relation ≅  on 
)(+B  by 

 vu ≅  iff there is )(+∈ Ba  so that }{}{ avau = . 

The commutative semigroup ≅+ /)(B  is called a universal commutative semigroup 
for }){,(B  and is denoted by )(vB . 

2 (3,2)-semigroup automata 

Here we recall the necessary definitions and known results about (3,2)-semigroup 
automata. From now on, let B  be a nonemty set and let ),( ⋅B  be a semigroup, 
where ⋅  is a bynary operation. 

A semigroup automaton is a triple )),,(,( fBS ⋅ , where S  is a set, ),( ⋅B  is a semi-
group, and SBSf →×:  is a map satisfying 

 ),()),,(( yxsfyxsff ⋅= , for every Ss∈ , Byx ∈, . 

A (3,2)-automaton is a triple ),,( fBS , where S  and B  are nonempty sets, and 

BSBSf ×→× 2:  is a map. 

A (3,2)-semigroup automaton is a triple )}),{,(,( fBS  where S  is a set, }){,(B  

is a (3,2)-semigroup, and BSBSf ×→× 2:  is a map satisfying 

 }){,()),,,(( xyzsfzyxsff = , for every Ss∈ , Bzyx ∈,, . 

The set S  is called the set of states of )}),{,(,( fBS  and f  is called the transi-
tion function of )}),{,(,( fBS . 

Proposition 2.1. Let )),,(,( ϕ⋅BS  be a semigroup automaton. Then )}),{,(,( fBS  

is a (3,2)-semigroup automaton with (3,2)-operation 23:}{ BB →  defined by 
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),(}{ tyxxyz ⋅=  and the transition function SBSf →× 2:  defined by 
)),,((),,( yxsyxsf ϕ= .  g 

Proposition 2.2. If )}),{,(,( fBS  is a (3,2)-semigroup automaton, then: 

 (i) ,*)( 2B  is a semigroup, where the operation * is defined by 

}{),(*),( xyuvvuyx =  for every 2),(),,( Bvuyx ∈ ; 

 (ii) ),*),(,( 2 ψBBS ×  is a semigroup automaton, where the transition func-

tion BSBBS ×→×× 2:ψ  is defined by }){,()),(),,(( axysfyxas =ψ . g 

3 FC (3,2)-automata 

In this section we give a complete description of finite FC (3,2)-semigroup automata. 
A commutative automaton is a triple )),,(,( fBS ⋅ , where S  is a set, ),( ⋅B  is a 
commutative semigroup, and SBSf →×:  is a map satisfying 

 ),()),,(( yxsfyxsff ⋅= , for every Ss∈ , Byx ∈, . 

A FC (3,2)-automaton is a triple )}),{,(,( fBS  where S  is a set, }){,(B  is a FC 

(3,2)-semigroup, and BSBSf ×→× )2(:  is a map satisfying 

 }){,()),,,(( xyzsfzyxsff = , for every Ss∈ , Bzyx ∈,, . 

The set S  is called the set of states of )}),{,(,( fBS  and f  is called the transi-
tion function of )}),{,(,( fBS . 

Example 3.1. Let }){,(B  be a FC )2,3( -semigroup from Example 1.1. given by Ta-
ble 1.2. and let },,{ 210 sssS = . A FC )2,3( -automaton )}),{,(,( fBS  is a set  

together with a mapping BSBSf ×→× )2(:  satisfying 

 }){,()),,,(( xyzsfzyxsff = , for every Ss∈ , Bzyx ∈,, . 

 
f (a,a)  (a,b)  (b,a)  (b,b)   f (a,a)  (a,b)  (b,a)  (b,b)  
s0 (s0,b)  (s2,b)  (s2,b)  (s1,a)   s0 (s2,b) (s1,b) (s1,b) (s2,a) 
s1 (s0,b)  (s2,b)  (s2,b)  (s1,a)   s1 (s1,b) (s2,a) (s2,a) (s2,b) 
s2 (s2,b)  (s1,a)  (s1,a)  (s0,b)   s2 (s2,b) (s1,b) (s1,b) (s2,a) 

Table 3.1  Table 3.2 

Here are given FC (3,2)-automata by Table 3.1. and Table 3.2 and the appropriate 
graphs by Figure 3.1. and Figure 3.2. 
This examples of FC (3,2)-automata are generated by an appropriate computer pro-
gram. Thus, there exists 114 different FC (3,2)-automata for the FC (3,2)-semigroup 
given by Table 1.2. in Examples 1.1. and on the set with three states. 
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Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2. 

Proposition 3.1. If )}),{,(,( fBS  is a FC (3,2)-automaton, then 

}}){{,(}}){{,(}}){{,(}}){{,( 3214421343124321 xxxxsfxxxxsfxxxxsfxxxxsf === . 

Proof. Because )}),{,(,( fBS  is a FC (3,2)-automaton, it follows that }){,(B  is a 
FC (3,2)-semigroup and  

===== }}{{}}{{}}{{}}{{}}{{ 31423142143214324321 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

}}{{}}{{}}{{}}{{ 2134421342131423 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ==== . 

Thus 

}}){{,(}}){{,(}}){{,(}}){{,( 3214421343124321 xxxxsfxxxxsfxxxxsfxxxxsf ===
.g 
The Proposition 2.1. isn’t true for FC (3,2)-automaton. Namely, it is impossible to 
define FC (3,2)-operation using commutative binary operation. 
Proposition 3.2. If )}),{,(,( fBS  is a FC (3,2)-automaton, where }){,(B  is a FC 
(3,2)-semigroup, then: 

 (i) ,*)( 2B  is a semigroup, where the operation * is defined by 

}{),(*),( xyuvvuyx =  for )2(),(),,( Bvuyx ∈ ; 

 (ii) ),*),(,( )2( ψBBS ×  is a commutative automaton, where the transition 

function BSBBS ×→×× )2(:ψ  is defined by }){,()),(),,(( axysfyxas =ψ . 

Proof. (i) Let )2(),(),,(),,( Bzwvuyx ∈ . Then 

 }}{{),(*}{),(*)),(*),(( wzxyuvzwxyuvzwvuyx ==  

 }}{{}{*),()),(*),((*),( uvwzxyuvwzyxzwvuyx == . 

}){,(B  is a FC (3,2)-semigroup, so we have that 

 }}{{}}{{}}{{ uvwzxyzyuvwxwzxyuv == , 
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i.e. ,*)( 2B  is a semigroup. 

(ii)  Now, we prove that ),*),(,( )2( ψBBS ×  is a commutative automaton. For this 
purpose, we need to prove that )),(),(),,(()),()),,(),,((( zwvuaszwvuas ∗=ψψψ . 
We have 

====∗ })}}{{{,(}}){{,(}){),,(()),(),(),,(( zwauvsfuvwzasfuvwzaszwvuas ψψ
)),}),{,((()}),}{{,(( zwauvsfffzwauvsff ==  

Let ),(}){,( qtauvsf = . Then 

==== )),(),,((}){,()),,,(()),}),{,((( zwqtqwztfzwqtffzwauvsfff ψ  

)),()),,(),,((()),(}),{,(( zwvuaszwauvsf ψψψ == . 

Thus ),*),(,( )2( ψBBS ×  is a commutative automaton.    g 
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